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An introductory note Science education in the primary school is often neglected or taught in a manner
similar to science in the secondary school. Should this be? What should be taught in
primary school science? This is the focus of the morning session. What should be taught
has implications for training primary school teachers. This is the focus of the afternoon
session.
Abstracts of all papers presented are included in the programme. All participants
will receive a copy of the papers presented.

* * * * * * * * * * * * *

Planning Committee:
Ms. B. Cornelius, Curriculum Branch, Education Department.
Dr. A. Kinnear, Graylands College.
Mr. I. Napper, Claremont College.
Dr. M. Nelson, Churchlands College.
Mr. K. Tobin, Mt. Lawley College.

The Planning Committee expresses thanks to
Mount Lawley College for use of their facilities for the conference.
Science Teachers' Association of W.A. for financial assistance.
Churchlands College for printing.
Brian Lever for cover design.
Heather King for typing.

WHY CONCEPTS
Mr. R. Lamb
Assistant Vice Principal, Mt Lawley College

In the quarter of a century since the teaching of sci•mce has been seriously considered
at the primary school level, many schemes for teaching science have been postulated
and vehemently defended.
These schemes have ranged from an emphasis on attitudes right through to content
only, from a flexible plan pivoting on experience, discovery and enjoyment to a clearly
directed programme which is heavily teacher centred and strongly based on factual
attainment. Today it would be difficult to find a Science Educator who would seriously
defend one extreme scheme against all others. On the contrary, the child and his ability,
content, attitudes and activity are necessary parts of every modern curriculum in
Science Education. We are obviously moving toward consensus. All that seems to remain
is a small problem-refinement-but not so. Focus is still in dispute. Curriculum planners
must by the very nature of curricula begin on a pivotal structure and an end point
to direct all aspects of the fabric of the teaching strategy. These constraints and its
implications lead logically, with the firm direction of a gun barrel, to every classroom
sequence. The most insignificant classroom activity must be oriented to an overview
to the final product, the overall plan, or alternatively be doomed to the mediocrity of
a hotch potch series of interesting periods of busy work.
The position adopted in this paper clearly and honestly submits that the Science
Education Curriculum must have a skeletal structure, a frame and direction as clearly
defined as the backbone of a fish. Furthermore, it is maintained that this central suppor
tive grid must be a conceptual over-view. This view is embedded firmly in pedagogical,
rational, structural, philosophical, linguistic and practical grounds. No other course
presents itself as effectively at this time. No research adequately defends preference
for other prospects.
Alternatively based schemes may be interesting, lively, busy, enjoyed, well taught and
well run but they can never claim to be education in Science; only the big ideas in

science-the broad, inclusive conceptual schemes in which we seek to account for the
familiar facts of nature can generate an effective base plan for Science Education in
the primary school.

1.

WHY CONCEPTS AS A BASIS FOR PRIMARY SCIENCE?
In the quarter of a century since the teaching of science has been
seriously considered at the primary school level, many schemes for
teaching science have been postulated and vehemently defended. TI1ese
schemes have ranged over a spectrum including emphases on discovery,
process, attitudes and content. That is, a flexible open plan based on
experience, discovery and enjoyment to a clearly directed program which
is teacher centred and aimed at factual attainment. Today it would be
difficult to find a Science Educator who would seriously defend one
extreme against all others. However, focus is still in dispute.
Curriculum planners must by the very nature of curricula begin on a
pivotal structure, a basic philosophy, which implies an end point of a
grand design. This grand design forms the fabric which directs all
aspects of consequent teaching strategies. The constraints of basic
curriculum philosophy and its implications lead logically, with the firm
direction of a gun barrel, to every classroom sequence. Instruction
must be geared to the attainment of objectives; these objectives must be
both inunediate and long range. Because of the hierarchy which exists in
concept formation the teacher's strategy must be such that the child
cannot meander on a hit and miss trail of hatch patch. The Science
Education programme in the primary school must lead to the attainment of
objectives that form a vital link in the later acquisition of more
advanced concepts. The most acceptable supportive grid for this scheme
is a conceptual overview. This view is imbeded firmly in pedagogical,
rational, structural philosophical, linguistic and practical grounds.
No other alternative presents itself as effectively at this time. No
research adequately defends preference for other prospects. Alterna
tively based schemes may have periods which can be claimed to be inter
esting lively, busy, enjoyed, "well taught" and well organized, but only
the "big ideas in science - the broad, inclusive conceptual schemes in
which we seek to account for the familiar facts of nature" (Copes,
1973, p.1) can generate an effective base plan for Science Education in
the primary school.
The ideal curriculum in Science Education at the primary school level
has tended to become clouded by psychological issues. Empirical evi
dence is often cited to support concepts as being a viable basis for
primary school science. Empirical evidence is also quoted to support a
sequential development founded on processes. The debate goes on. The
basis for curriculum structure depends on the selection of objectives.
Since the evidence to date suggests that content objectives, process
objectives and attitude objectives are all psychologically viable, the
final selection must be based on other than psychological grounds. As
Bruner (1968, p. 31) noted "no theory of instruction exists". He quali
fied this statement by emphasising that "no theory is neutral to ends
but exhaustive to means". Earlier (p.22) he argued that psychologists
whould be concerned with how we learn, not what we learn: "it is not a
psychologist's function to decide upon education goals anymore than the
ables� general decides whether a nation should wage war."
The psychologist may only tell (if he has a research evidence) Science
Educators which of education's goals are beyond a student's ability but no such research basis exists. Science Educators must get on with
the job. The Learning Theorists cannot agree to the best methods for
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learning. Bruner (1966) holds for discovery and (somehow) a generation
of a "zest" for learning. Ausubel and Robinson (1971) developed a com
prehensive case against "tliscovery" anJ 11 problell1 :,ulving" as the hasis
for learning. These writers reviewed the research to that time and
counter such statements as "All Real Knowledge is Self DiscovereJ" (p.
485) by pointing out that this denies the concept of our culture and the
very nature of education Hself. (Although they were mainly concerned
with older children their comments are relevant to discovery learning in
general.) Later Le francois (1972) in reviewing learning theories takes
these writers to task by noting that the arguments are highly prejudiced
and that the assumptions attributed to the advocates of discovery learn
ing are "seldom made by them" (p.143). Gagne (1970) developed a theory
of learning based on a hierarchy of prior knowledges and skills. Interestingly
he places the need for concepts as a prior requirement to problem solving.
Often Piaget's developmental theories are cited as precluding concept
development as unsuitable for primary level Science Education. This
ignores the fact that his "stages" of development are not tied to the
age of the child. Much contemporary research conflicts on this point.
Sayre and Ball (1975, p.172) quote research involving Piaget himself
where sophisticated thinking (formal stage) "emerges at about age eleven"
and may vary "from one culture to another". Gage and Berliner (1975,
p.457) sum up: "practice usually outruns theory, or does not wait for
it to be firmly established, because activities like teaching cannot
wait". The curriculum planner in Science Education must not wait. As
there is no body of research to direct him he must decide his curriculum
on other grounds.
The development of a logically structured program for Science Education
in the primary school is a matter of urgency. Science is not held in
high regard. Alford and Kerrison (1974) noted (in Hobart primary schools)
that of the 200 teachers involved only 60 per cent taught science consis
tently once each week. They commented that of these "in most cases this
involved viewing a science telecast". (A rather passive approach to an
important subject!) Thirty percent taught science occasionally and ten
per cent did not include science at all in the weekly programme. It is
not unreasonable to expect similar figures throughout the nation. We
have all sorts of people teaching all sorts of students in our·schools.
Not every teacher is an enthusiastic science teacher, innovative and
capable of extensive energy and imagination. Most teachers however, are
conscientious. To ensure an effective science program these teachers need
to know what to teach, how best to teach it - and most important - why it
should be taught. A meaningful stru�ture ls essential. A conceptual
frame is ideally suited to meet these needs.
A conceptual scheme gives guidance to the teacher, it lets him know
where he is going, what is next -- where it fits. According to Jurd
(1973, p.4) a concept is learnt when it can be named and the "subsuming
attributes" (properties of the concept) distinguished from non-attributes.
Once a concept is understood it has the advantage of forming the basis
for the clustering of meaningful associations. If some children have
difficulty in understanding a concept the number of operational defini
tions (examples of the concept) can be extended until the general
notion - the concept, is known. These examples can be presented in a
variety of ways to cater for individual differences. Experiential
learning is enhanced by an informed teacher well oriented to later
objectives. Structure allows endpoint expectations to be developed,
equipment needs to be pre-planned and important diagnostic programmes
(the feed-back strategy of good teaching) generated. Without these
aspects science education in the primary school will continue to
flounder.
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Some critics of a conceptual based curriculum in science argue that it
pre-supposes every student will become a scientist. Obviously very few
students will become scientists in the futre, but they will all have to
live in a technological society. TI1ey will need to be scientifically
literate, not only for everyday living hut also to he intelligent voters
and involved citizens. 'I11ey may not h:1vc to be electricians', hut they
must know of the possible da�gers of electricity (well before adolesc
ence) . They may not have to be atomic scientists but they must daily
sift through increasingly technical reports on environmental aspects of
technology and develop opinions about these questions (based on objec
tive knowledge) . Their kitchen most probably contains advanced radia
tion equipment, their lounge room already contains a sophisticated
cathode ray oscilloscope. They do not have to fix it, but if education
is oriented toward understanding their environment, they must be liter
ate in terms of their own everyday equipment. In general the gaining of
knowledge is important and pleasurable. They like to see where it
"fits". They like to know where they are going. Students are inclined
to need encouragement to make an effort to learn something worthwhile.
Astronomy dominates the news, they will enjoy learning about it.
Children cannot learn this by discovery nor have they the time or the
inclination to repeat centuries of history.
The education administration plays its part. A superintendent automati
cally asks for reading, writing and arithmetic records - not necessarily
science! This has an immediate effect on what the schools consider
important. But -- what can they ask for in science: do they enjoy it?
What innovation have you got? Increasingly he is subject to pressures
of cost/benefit. Where is the money going? What does the increasing
proportion of the tax dollar earn in educational returns? How do we
account for "good attitudes to science"? In the present situation,
science is not taught nor liable to be taught in the future with an
approach reliant on random selection of topics and the creative abilities
of the average teacher.
Conceptual schemes satisfy all the needs for successfully introducing
Science Education at the primary level. Indeed, in one sense, Science
Education cannot be taught without concepts. Discovery techniques must
be oriented to concepts, processes pre-suppose concepts upon which to
base the problem to be solved. Attitudinal schemes need a concept about
which to have an attitude!
Writers such as Symington (1974, p. 62) in discussing the problems of why
primary science has difficulties suggest we wait until research is
available before developing curricula. As stated earlier -- teaching
can't wait. If science is important enough to be taught in the primary
school, it must be taught now and it must be taught well. A conceptual
scheme is the most suitable model, ready for imm�diate use. A concep
tual scheme allows structure and guidance for busy and possibly under
educated teachers; this type of scheme subsumes discovery methods and
experiential learning; it provides strategies for enrichment and a more
pedestrian pace. A conceptually based curriculum in science education
creates a basis for the evaluation of educational gains and above all
prepares children to be informed 8dults in a modern world.
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WHY PROCESS
Mr. L. McKenna
Vice Principal, Mt. Lawley College
In surveying the possibilities of a curriculum subject in the classroom there are three
important considerations. The nature of: (i) the subject and what it might contribute
to general objectives of education; (ii) the educator-the classroom teacher; (iii) the
educated-the child. Science, we are told by those authors deigning to define it, has a
threefold meaning-knowledge of the physical and biological environment, an attitude
and, finally, a method of problem solving. In the English language, the word Science
conjures immediate connotations of chemistry, physics, biology or other knowledge
areas. Seldom is it associated with the other meaning: method in logic-a way of solving
problems. In other languages, German and French for example, science is associated
with all three meanings.
Among science educators there is a general consensus that the objectives of Elementary
Science lie in the areas of concept development, interest, attitude, appreciation and
problem solving. I believe that under the guise of concept development, our primary
school teachers have concentrated on content to the detriment of problem solving. This
over emphasis on acquisition of science knowledge has often led to the divorce of
method, so much so that teachers often yield to the temptation of teaching science
rather than leading children to acquire information through activity. Other teachers,
overwhelmed by the enormity of the task of teaching scientific knowledge, have
virtually opted out of the programme. Numerous researches have shown that primary
school teachers generally come from arts orientated matriculants, and have themselves
received scanty formal science instruction.
The Process Approach puts the emphasis squarely on problem solving, where I believe
it belongs. Acquiring knowledge of the processes and the methodology involved in
presenting them lies far more in the capabilities of teachers and student teachers to
acquire than the massive verbal programmes of other approaches. Other important
objectives need not be ignored. Appropriate concepts and children's interest are brought
about by careful topic selection and teacher enthusiasm. Attitudes and appreciations
are a natural outcome of planned classroom science activity.

WHY PROCESSES?
(A BASIS FOR PRIMARY SCHOOL SCIENCE)
L.N. McKenna

It is my considered opinion that the quality of instruction in primary
science has made little if any progress in the last thirty years,

This

is surprising, to say the least, when one considers the post-sputnik
emphasis on science and the enormous injection of talent and money that
culminated in the sixties with the United States nationally funded pro
jects like the Elementary Science Study, the Science Curriculum Improvement
Study and Science -- A Process Approach.

There are undoubtedly many �easons for failure but it seems obvious that
program designers have failed to allow for a major limiting factor -
the classroom teacher.

To this I would add an appalling lack of direc

tion for primary science instruction apparent even in curriculum design.

In surveying the possibility of a curriculum subject in the classroom it
would seem of prime importance to consider the nature of the subject and
then to ascertain what it might specifically contribute to the general
objectives of education.

There would appear to be common agreement that

"science" has a three fold meaning,

(1)

knowledge of the physical and biological environment,

(2)

an attitude and

(3)

a method of problem solving.

Where �hould the major stress be placed, acquisition of knowledge or
process and attitude?

There seems little doubt where the teacher places

-L.-

it.

Smith and Cooper, reported by Knight (1970) , found that teacher

reading and discussion of the text book was the most frequent method of
primary science method.

Knight (1970) conducted a survey in Western

Australia and found that a lecture type presentation followed by children
writing notes was the most frequent method.

Knight adds that "

individual child participation was not a noticable feature".

The

Queensland Department of Education Research Branch (1975) reports a
similar situation in Queensland schools -- teacher dominated lessons had
a high frequency, child activity and experimentation was low.

This emphasis on a "knowledge" approach is the more unsatisfactory when
one considers the background of primary teachers, Kuhru (1973) believes
that, "The preparation of elementary teachers in the sciences is usually
minimal."

The Queensland Research (1975) reports that tertiary science

units have been taken by less than three percent of teachers.

Knight (1970)

reports that a lack of formal science qualification and experience in

I
I

Western Australian teachers is clearly shown by the few science passes at
Leaving Certificate Standard.

There can be no doubt that poor science background affects the teaching.
of Science.

Kuhn (1983) reports that the studies of Berryess (1959) and

Liner (1957) show a positive relationship between science background and
science teaching competency.

Knight (1970) notes a similar finding in

Western Australia.
I

I believe that a primary science program that emphasises "knowledges" no
matter how carefully constructed, is doomed to failure at the level of a
great number of classrooms.

It is of little use stressing concept development.

This translated by many teachers means a series of facts, and facts are
more c�nveniently "taught" than acquired by children's activity.

Other

teachers are reluctant to teach science at all due to a feeling of ina<lequncy.

If on the oth,·r h.1·1 i science procC'SSC'S arc strpssf'd, a numbf'r of

I
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positive outcomes result.

Instruction of necessity becomes child-

centred and the science background of teachers becomes a minor factor.
The latter is born out by the A. A. A. S. studies (1970) reported by Kuhn
(1973) ,
"It was found that there was little relationship
between the amount of science background of a
teacher and her ability to teach the Science -
A Process Program. "

Further, it is an easier task for teachers to learn skills of process
development than it is to acquire the large amount of science detail
required in a knowledge centred approach.

As an example of the effect of this change in emphasis by the process
approach, consider a simple classroom science lesson -- the domestic
cat,' If the stress in such a lesson is on knowledge, the teacher must
prepare by "boning up" facts about cats.

Because a cat is a well known

creature, she may have to "expand" the topic by procuring pictures of
varieties of cats.

She may attempt to show how a domestic cat is re-

lated to other animals in the genus.

Its doubtful if she would bring a

cat into the classroom for observation.
a cat?

After all, hasn't everyone seen

Now apply the process approach.

"Today boys and girls you are going to make
a number of observations of the pet that
'
each group has. When you have done this,
you will make inferences concerning how
the cat performs its life activities; how
it moves; how and what it eats, how it
protects itself, etc."
Such a lesson still achieves the General objectives in the "knowledge"
area.

Indeed knowledge acquisition is enhanced by the child-centred

-4-

activity.

The specific objectives are process objectives (i. e. making

observations using different senses, distinguishing an observation from
an inference, etc.

Look at the obvious advantage to the teacher.

She

is no longer placed in the position of being an authority on the subject
of "cats".

Instead she is the arbitrator of procedures.
"Are your sure your observation was correct?"
"Did you use senses other than that of sight
to make your observations?" "Are you sure
that observation is not an inference?"
And so on --

Any questions of "fact" that arise are referred to another authority -text, encyclopedea, letter to the museum, etc ••

Unfortunately in the English language the word "science" has connotations that favour solely the aspect of knowledge acquisition and this is
one f urther reason why process and attitude are neglected.

I submit to

you that in the primary school, where the "intangible objectives" should
outweigh the "vocational" the exercise of the logic offered by a science
program may be of prime importance.

A. A. A. S. Miscellaneous Publications

(1965) has this to say

"It is no mean pedagogical feat to teach a child
the facts of science and technology; it is a
pedagogical triumph to teach him these facts in
their relation to the procedures of scientific
enquiry. And the intellectual gain is far
greater than the child's ability to c0nduct a
chemical experiment or to discover some of the
characteristics of static electricity. The
procedures of scientific enquiry, learned not as
a canon of rules but as ways of finding answers,
can be applied without limit. The well-taught
child will approach human behaviour and social
structure and the claims of authority with the
same spirit of alert scepticism that he adopts
toward scientific theories. It is here that
the future citizen who will not become a
scientist will learn that science is not memory
or magic but rather a disciplined form of human
curiosity."

-5-

Not only are the proce sses and procedures of science a means by which
the child finds "new" science knowledges for himself but as Freedman et
al (1958) points out the Scienc� Method is applicable in all avenues of
learning, all study and all experiences and activities.

So called scientific attitude develops from the practice of scientific
method and this too has important effects beyond the "science" area.
Huber (1957) claims that there are many desirable human qualities which
can be derived.

Children can learn to be cooperative.

They can learn

to be open minded, willing to alter an opinion in the light of new
evidence.

They can learn to be constructive in point of view, look for

logical explanations and solutions to problems.

The contention is that the practice of primary science extends
beyond the knowledge area of the discipline.

The logical procedures and

attitudes are best developed in science because as Freeman et al (1958)
again points out,
'�ata can be more easily and extensively gathered,
more readily manipulated and controlled, and more
completed checked than in other areas of the school
curriculum. The natural environment is, in general,
more provocative of questions and more stimulating
to the child's curiosity than any other area. "

The practice of science in the primary school then has very far reaching
effects.

Taking into account the background of �he typical classroom

teacher I am convinced that the emphasis must be on procedure and this
by a "process" approach.

Nothing else need be sacrificed, indeed

concept development and appreciations of the natural environment will be
enhanced and children's inte rests heightened.
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SCI ENCE FOR CH I LDREN-A PERSONAL EMPHASIS
ON OBJECTIVES
Mr. J. Rowe
Senior Lecturer, Church/ands College
The science taught in local primary schools is deficient in both quantity and quality.
Perhaps this neglect is due to teachers lacking confidence in the area and to the diffi
culties of obtaining and organizing sufficient suitable materials. It is suggested that
much of the antipathy teachers have towards teaching science comes from the inappro
priate expectations they have for the subject. If science is taught with the more
traditional objectives of most other subjeFtS it suffers in comparison when the effort
involved is considered.
These comparisons do not apply if the objectives chosen show concern for the special
attributes of science and the needs of children. In this way the effort involved in teach
ing science becomes much more worthwhile. Before such objectives will be selected
and given serious attention it is necessary to change the attitudes that teachers have
towards the place of science in the primary school. It is necessary for the colleges to
give students a philosophical base which will support more appropriate objectives.

Science for Children - A Personal Emphas is on Objectives
J . D . Rowe
There is not a lot of science taught in local primary schools , and
very little of this is taught in a manner and with results that teachers
and other observers are enthus iasti c about .
One of the major reasons for this is the di ffi culties teachers
experience in obtaining an adequate supply of suitable materials . There are
ways o f reducing the difficulties but the basi c problem is still there . This
is not the only di ffi culty to overcome . For some years past I have actively
sought to lend equipment and to give consumable materials to particular
primary school teachers . Veyr rarely have I succeeded in doing so . There
are other factors whi ch cause teachers to lack confidence in their abi lity
to teach s cience , or to be dis satis fied with the end re sult of the science
that they do teach .
I have obse rved science lessons given by student teachers which
I note as highly success ful in that the children are very active and involved
in the lesson and clearly indi cate a ,,1ish to pursue the work further .
Usually such lessons introduce the children to new materials and a new topic .
Rarely do they result in much clear evidence of " learning" on the part of the
children . Typically teachers when dis cus sing these afterwards admire the
student for a skil ful creative effort , but also indicate that they do not
regard this sort of thing as much more than an occasional educational
novelty . In some cases it is said that the children are merely playing
around , and that this has little to do with learning . I have received
s imilar reactions to demonstration lessons given by mysel f .
Students thems elves sometimes express simil ar views , but more
often have other complaints . A common one is the lack of time . Class
timetables do not allow sufficient time for many of the les sons planned ,
and this often is the cause , of much stress . Students feel obliged to stop
children ' s work and to fulfil the performing role that they feel is expected .
They have a need to produce verbal evidence , regardless of whether suffici ent
time is available or not . I do not know how commonly these needs affect
practis ing teachers with their own classes , but it is a common complaint of
student£ after long term practices .
Much dis satisfact�on with science occurs when it is compared w�th
other subjects where the more tradition.�! objectives concerning knowledge
and understandins or skills and hab its are emphas ized , and the evaluation
used is mainly of a formal type . On this bas is when the effort involved
i s cons idered , s cience does not compare favourably with other subj ects .
Chi lden do not know as many important facts , understand as many signi fi cant
concepts , or demosntrate ao much development of skills . Teachers require
better reasons for making the effort needed to teach science .
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There is a great deal of time available in all the years that
a child spe nds in primary school ; far more than is required for those
things wh ich a child must learn. It is suggested that much of this time
should be used for activities that children enj oy. More science should
be taught in primary schools because it offers an opporttmity for teachers
to give children more enj oyment.
Children ' s enjoyment of science should be seen as a worthwhile aim
in itself. Where we are concerned with us ing this enjoyment as
motivation for other educational achievemen1: we are less likely to
structure real ly enj oyable work. I f this emphasis is given to enjoyment
in chi ldren ' s science several other aims and directions become apparent
and many of the more common problems become less important.
I f science is to be enjoyed it must be material or activity
centred. An enquiring approach is required. Only in this way can
children ' s psychological and developmental needs be filled in a manner
whi ch is both enjoyable and educationally viable. Such an approach
inevitably leads to the use of large amounts of time , and to the attitudes
described earlier , since much of this use is without apparent progress.
Children require much more time to become fami liar with and confident in
this type of work. I f this use of time is accepted then teachers get
much more mileage from the effort involved in supplying materials. On an
average in the introductory stages of a topic perhaps three times as much
work is done with materials. At the same time the teacher is relieved
of the need to accelerate or push the work more rapidly towards formal
evidence of learning.
Much of what children lea�n from materials is of a non-verbal
nature. That is it cannot be displayed by any formal mechanism. However ,
such learning is valuable and important , and can probably only be accepted
on faith , or by observing the sorts of things that children do when free
to pursue their own interests. Activities based on materials and leading
to relatively informal learning , require repetition. This leads to even
more extensive use of materi als.
Teachers have also to accept that even with much time used
children will rarely produce or learn major scienti fic facts or
generalizations . To do this requires very considerable direction and
use of exposition by the teacher. Neither of these adds much to ch ildren ' s
enj oyment. Most of the inappropriate directions that teachers take in
their discussions with children or in presenting children with a choice
of activities , occur because they forget that children are primarily
interested in the objects studied. Their interest in answering specific
questions about these things is only secondary , and often focuses on
details and properties with which the teacher is not concerned. Rarely
are they concerned with the major principles , laws , or facts that match
adult conceptions of science. Many of us inadvertently use science
that is meaningful to children as motivation for achieving ends which have
meaning only to adults. If we accept this and act accordingly we are less
likely to be disappointed in the learning which is achieved. It is
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suggested that teachers should , within the limitations set by material
and safety limitations , let children structure their own directions
for learning or select them from as wide a variety as can be provided.
Decisi ons taken on whether to curtail or extend an activity or tapes
should be based on the extent to which children enj oy it , rather than
for its potential to produce formal evidence of learning.
It is not suggested that children should work without
structure , b�t that structure should be minimal and used only as necessary.
Ch ildren must also be slowly educated to provide an increasing part of the
structure needed.
Enjoyment is not seen as the only worthwhile aim for attitudes.
There are many others listed in mo�t curriculum material.
I am not making a plea for a radical change in teacher objectives
so much as for a change in emphasis. I believe that even slight changes
in this direction wil l produce worthwh ile results. For most teachers
there is a comfortable point somewhere betw�en a traditional content
or process orientation and an approach directed mostly at children ' s
enjoyment. However regardless of the objectives chosen teachers will
achieve these better if they adopt a more relaxed attitude towards
achievement , and a less dominant position for themselves in science
classes. I suggest that a marked reduction in the performing role of the
teacher is required for successful science teaching wi th children.
The impl ications of the above for student teachers and those
who train them are both simple and few. Students need a philosophical
base which enables them to see and justify enjoyment as a worthwhile
aim. They need to be given realistic ideas about what children can
achieve with materials and encouraged to evaluate the success of their
science teaching on children ' s reactions to it , rather than on the more
readily observable and measurable evidences of learning in a verbal
or formal sense. Students also require criteria by which to decide when
and how much structure should be used , and some training in the means
by wh ich children can be involved in the decision making processes that
develop their programmes in science .

HAVE YOU GOT A MATCH?

Dr. M. Nelson
Senior Lecturer, Church/ands College

Science can always be taught to primary school children, but will they always learn?
An analysis of the structure of science reveals content, processes and attitudes as know·
ledge forms to be taught. Exami ning the nature of children from a Piagetian framework
reveals their view of the world is quite different from an adult's. Interacting these two
elements in the crucible of curricu lum results in a semi-miscible solution. To effect a
better interaction, a more perfect match is needed.

HAVE YOU GO'!' A MATCl:I?

Dr. Miles A. Nelson , Senior Lecturer
Churchlands Teachers College
Have you tried teachi."lg science to people who believe in natural laws but
find for every example of the law just as many exceptions? Or perhaps :YOU
have tried teaching science to people who believe seagulls are birds , and
birds are animals ; but seagulls are not animals because seagulls cannot
be animals and birds at the same tirre . Maybe you have tried teaching
science to those who perceive events only fran their viewpoint and refuse
to admit another point of view. You say no? If you have taU;Jht science
in primary school , � you have taU;Jht people who see things as I t ve
just described. This is pe;rhaps the greatest challenge a primary
teacher has when teaching science : children view the world differently
fran adults .
With this perspective is it possible to match what we want children to
learn with what they can learn? This question will be examined in the
light of current research on learning and by making two assunptions .. The
first assurcption is the dlildren have repeated contacts with the content
to be lea.med. This is in contrast to the current practice of one shot
lessons . Pesearch evidence indicates varied and repeated contacts with
an idea reinforces it and makes :EX)Ssible generalizations (Iosenshine , 1976) .
Second , in accord with Piagetian theory it is assurred the best way to
cx::mnunicate the content to be learned is through direct experiences and
social collaboration (Duckworth, 1964) . Piaget argues these two
ingredients are essential to helping learners find the structure of their
o...m actions on the direct experiences . Most of the newer primary science
curricula stress a hands on approadl in accord with this theory .
If direct experiences are needed and provided , can all science content be
effectively cx:mnunicated to children enabling learnin'g to take place?
This a:mplex question has two parts . First, what science might be taught?
Science educators generally agree content� processes, and attitudes should
be taU;Jht. Within these danains specific knewledge forms are to be follld.
I shall examine in depth what these knowledge fomlS might be . The second
part of this carplex question hinges on the meaning of the tenn ' learn t ..
Educators do not want children to just remember ideas but to ' understand t
them. The rreaning of these tenns ' learn ' and ' lil'lderstand I are ambiguous
but a workable and researchable definition will be given.
Science Ccntent
The first danain to examine is content . What science kncwledge forms may
be taught in primary school? Five possibilities exist .. First are
cbservations or facts . Direct cbservations are ma.de by the lllaided senses ..
'This awle is red' or ' This animal has six legs ' are assertions which may
be verified by calling in another cf:>server and asking him to confinn the
statarents . Another � of observation requires the use of an instrurrent
designed to extend the senses . Telescopes , microscopes , therm:meters etc .
change previously illldectable phenanena into cbservables (Gardner, 1975) ..
A second kncwledge fonn which might be taught is concepts . A little thought
reveals two �s of concepts ; those having perceptible instances and those
which do not. 'lhe first are called I anpirical concepts t • Sare examples
are insect, manmal , rock , soil , mixture , pendulum. The second type are
called ' constructs ' . Examples are a� , density, mo�e?11e , rrorrenttmi. , energy,
.
heat. All concepts are really def1.ru.tio
ns . The defining attributes of en
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empirical concept may be induced by examining many examples . The defining
attributes of a construct , however , cannot be induced fran examples because
no perceptible instances are available .

A fourth knCMlecge form which could oo taught in primary schools are laws
or generalizations which are expressions of relationships occurring under
certain circunstances between aripirical concepts (Presley , 1960) . "Green
plants grow tc::Mards the light" , or PV = NRI' are examples . Theories
are a fifth knCMlecge fonn which might be taught . Theories are needed to
explain natural phenanena, and offer explanations to answer the question
"Wh¥? " Quite often , scientific explanations of natural phenarena use
cxmstructs to answer ''Why" . In other words , obse:rvations are explained
in terms of unobse:rvables (Nagel , 1961 pg 81-85) . The kinetic theory ,
the atanic theory , the theory of evolution are examples .

can all of these knowledge forms be ccmnunicated to children with direct
hands-on experiences? Cbviously not , the outstanding examples being
theories and constructs . Even if these two forms could be represented
with direct experiences there is sare doubt whether children would be
able to learn them. Piaget' s criteria for determining learning is if
ITEI1tal structures are developed which are permanent and which make
generalizations possible (Piaget , 1961) . The key to inferring these
ITEI1tal structures is whether or not generalizations can be made long
after learning.

An inp:::>rtant dlaracteristic of children in the first five or six years
of primary school , is their dependence on empirical reality (Flavell , 1963) .
'Ihese children , called "concrete thinkers " , are dependent on concrete
learning aids which subsequently limit their ability to grasp and manipulate
relationships between abstractions (Ausubel , 1964) . If generalizations are
required of concrete thinkers , these are made only as simple extensions of
reality . Just these two characteristics - 1 ) theories and constructs can
rx:>t be directly represented with concrete aids , and 2) concrete thinkers
cannot generalize very well - should eliminate theories and constructs £.ran
inclusion in a primary school science syllabus .
Obse:rvations , empirical concepts and laws can be represented to children by
direct experiences ; hCMever dm children learn than? To rephrase the question
what can children do with these knCMledge forms to shCM learning? Laws
are careful descriptions of nature which may be used to predict future
events (Presley , 1960) . I.earning a law may be deronstrated by describing
new prenarena using the law , or by making predictions . Both of these
actions involve generalizing the law to new situations .
Piaget ( 1965) has noted three stages in children ' s conception of law.
To six or seven year old children generality is non-existent . If laws
exist in children ' s thought , there are nurrerous exceptions which occur
as 'miracles ' or which are explained as mysterious forces such as monsters
or gods . Between the ages of seven and eleven, children begin to admit
events may happen by chance . However , the idea of generality , otherwise
called natural law , does not exist . Finally , after the ages of eleven
or twelve , children may discover the regularity of a physical law . These
findings indicate the learning of laws - using them to make predictions or
to describe new phenarrena - to be limited to years six and seven in the
primary sdlool .

